
believer as far as obedience & loyalty & all the rest is concerned 
if he doesn't work out. If he doesn't make it, I never found that 
the husband could hang around very much without being a 
trouble-maker. She has to know the price that if he goes & they 
are separated, it means complete separation, no further com
munication whatsoever with him or the children or about the 
children, nothing!—Because that would just constantly be a 
source of trouble & anguish to her etc. It's better that she hears 
nothing. 

41. It may seem extreme or harsh to some, but that's the 
way the Lord does things if people don't work out, that he's 
divorced completely & he takes those children & she keeps one, 
whichever one she wants. 

42. We'll just look to the Lord as to how long this grace 
period is gonna last, & it will depend a great deal on them & 
their response & their attitude & his improvement, or disim-
provement. When it gets to the point that I have to take my valu
able precious time to deal with somebody who is supposed to be 
a help, but instead of that has become a hindrance & a problem 
case & an actual security hazard, then it's time for me to start get
ting tough! 

43. I'm usually pretty soft & a pushover with some thin?,r 

& some people, but when they get to the point he's gotten \ 
where he's a real problem & a constant source of anguish & L... 
& trouble & everything else, & I have to take my time to sit here 
for an hour & make a tape, & hours reading reports & discussing 
it, then it's too much! 

44. If she gets fed-up with his behaviour & he gets rough 
& in a bad temper again, I suggest she stays at the house to 
teach him a lesson! Any time she wants to stay at the house over
night she is welcome to! Or any time you think she should stay 
at the house—considering his condition or his attitude or there 
might be some danger to her—then I suggest you recommend to 
her that she stay at the house. 

45. Our suggestions really are orders! The king's wish is 
their command, & you are my officer telling them my wish, so if 
they don't take the suggestions & they continually insist on their 
own way, or even if she thinks she ought to go anyhow, well. 
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we '11 see whether she's going to work out or not. 
46.1 think you'll be able to tell where her loyalty is very 

soon & whether she is going to respond to the treatment & con
tinue to be loyal to him or to us. Because if he is not loyal to us, 
she can't be loyal to him & us both. "You cannot serve two 
masters! You're either going to hate the one & love the other, or 
love the one & hate the other."—Mat.6:24. You cannot have a 
divided heart & a divided mind, you have to be single-eyed & 
single-hearted. Anybody that wavers between the two, God's 
Word says, "Let not that man think mat he shall receive anything 
of the Lord! For he that wavereth is like a wave of the sea when 
it's tossed."—Jam.l:6,7. We shall see! Let's hope for the best! 

47. Now Lord, in Jesus' name, we ask Thee to help in this 
very serious situation that has required so much of our at
tention & time & concern & literally endangered our security! 
We ask Thee to give these officers of ours wisdom in handling 
this problem case. It's been a problem for years, but has just now 
come to our attention because it had to. They're both problem 
cases in a way, Lord, because she failed in her duty to be loyal to 
You & the Work & us by not revealing his horrible condition. So 
we ask You, Lord, in Jesus' name to give her the faith & the love 
for You & Your Work & us, the loyalty & the honesty to level 
with us & reveal everything from now on to make up for her past 
failures & her past criminal cover-up! In Jesus' name, amen. 

SPOKES OF LIGHT! DO 1399 11/79 
—"The Truth Revolution", Pt. 4 

(Introduction by Sara from "The Truth Revolution!", TSOOC 
90): 

The Lord spoke to Dad with a beautiful dream called 
Spokes of Light!—The Truth Revolution", & the entire Staff 

beard the 2-&-1/2-hour tapes of a beautiful encouragement on 
how God rewards honest, true reporting & hates the abomination 
:f deceitful hypocrisy, as well as how the Devil backs away from 
facing the Light, how he fights truth & revelations of God but 
cannot stop them! PTL! 
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